
HD Action Camera Comes With Remote Control and Waterproof Casing Released 

HD ACTION cameras don't need to be cumbersome devices with very few features according to HD 

action camera from China specialist, Chinavasion, who has just released a camera packed with features 

but incredibly hardy. 

                                         

"Cameras that cost twice as much as the Proview HD action camera charge users an extra 70 dollars to 

get access to a remote," says Li. "Chinavasion includes it because it wants to see customers get the very 

most out of the camera without any limitations." 

The HD action camera also comes standard with a G-Sensor and anti-shake sensor which will make sure 

footage is always the right way up and as solid as a rock. 

"Even if a user's performance is at its worst the Proview will be at its best capturing broadcast quality 

footage with little shaking and no flipping," says Li. 

The camera also comes with a waterproof case and several mounting capabilities as standard to make 

sure that it is firmly affixed to the action at all times, says Li. 

"There's no risk of this camera being shaken free or getting lost no matter what is thrown at it," says Li. 

"It has the capability of attaching to helmets, handlebars and surfboards to name a few possible 

attachment possibilities." 

And with Chinavasion's 12 month warranty and thorough QC process Li says people can be assured that 

they will get a device that works like it should every time no matter what is thrown at it. 

"Chinavasion is globally renouned as the provider of affordable, high quality wholesale electronics and 

nowhere is it seen more than with the build of the "ProView HD"Action Camera." 

Visit today at http://www.chinavasion.com  

The company recently released the Full HD Extreme Sports 

1080p "ProView" HD sports action camera that doesn't only 

have a Waterproof Case and 4 Mounting Accessories but also 

remote control features. 

The camera comes with a remote control which can make 

the camera switch on, off and start to record from a distance 

for truly dramatic shots. While well known camera makers 

do offer this technology, Rose Li says Chinavasion is the only 

company offering it as standard with every camera. 
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